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ABSTRACT

1

Book search is a challenging task due to discrepancies between the
content and description of books, on one side, and the ways in which
people query for books, on the other. However, online reviewers
provide an opinionated description of the book, with alternative
features that describe the emotional and experiential aspects of the
book. Therefore, locating emotional sentences within reviews, could
provide a rich alternative source of evidence to help improve book
recommendations. Specifically, sentiment analysis (SA) could be
employed to identify salient emotional terms, which could then be
used for query expansion? This paper explores the employment of
SA based query expansion, in the book search domain. We introduce
a sentiment-oriented method for the selection of sentences from
the reviews of top rated book. From these sentences, we extract
the terms to be employed in the query formulation. The sentence
selection process is based on a semi-supervised SA method, which
makes use of adapted word embeddings and lexicon seed-words.
Using the CLEF 2016 Social Book Search (SBS) Suggestion Track
Collection, an exploratory comparison between standard pseudorelevance feedback and the proposed sentiment-based approach
is performed. The experiments show that the proposed approach
obtains 24%-57% improvement over the baselines, whilst the classic
technique actually degrades the performance by 14%-51%.

Book search is a difficult Information Retrieval problem due to the
vocabulary mismatch between book descriptions and user queries.
Pseudo-relevance feedback (PRF), also known as blind relevance
feedback, is considered as one of the most effective techniques for
improving retrieval performance by query reformulation [13, 16].
As such, PRF provides a way to bridge this semantic gap. Typical PRF
methods assume the top retrieved documents in the initial retrieval
outcome are relevant, and terms are extracted from the pseudo
relevant documents based on their term/document statistics. These
are then employed in the query reformulation process. However,
in the context of book search, where the goal is to rank books
given a query [8], the usual application of PRF [4, 18] may not
be appropriate, considering that the book’s descriptions may not
adequately convey the experience and emotion attached to the story
line that a reader may be looking to enjoy.
Book social applications (e.g., LibraryThing 1 , Goodreads 2 ) offer,
in addition to the catalogue of books’ characteristics and/or their
partial content, the information generated by users about the books.
This information is typically constituted by reviews, which include
opinions/sentiments and personal descriptions about books that can
highlight certain aspects not included in the content of the books’
representations. Therefore, once extracted, this information may
disclose the experiential and emotional aspects of books that can
be used to enrich the query with valuable information. However,
the extraction of useful information for query expansion from book
reviews is problematic. The quantity of reviews associated with
a book (especially if it is popular) can be very large – and these
reviews can be very noisy as they often include content unrelated to
book information. To alleviate these problems, a number of methods
have been proposed, not for query expansion, but to reduce the
subset of reviews to be presented to users or for selecting which
parts of the reviews to present [3, 17]. For example, Yang et al. [17]
used Sentiment Analysis (SA) to highlight sentences with positive
or negative sentiment polarity in reviews, to reduce the information
overload while reading. While Badache et al. [3] made use of SA
to identify emotionally loaded characters and entities given their
proximity to emotional terms (e.g., 𝑙𝑜𝑣𝑒, ℎ𝑎𝑡𝑒) for the purpose of
extracting interesting aspects from user comments. Those works,
and others before [19], deduced that the SA can be a key factor in
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INTRODUCTION

1 https://www.librarything.com/
2 https://www.goodreads.com/

the mining and summarization of reviews. Given this prior related
work, we posit that SA could help by acting as a filter – to limit the
set of candidate terms used for expansion – and thus focus on the
experiential and emotional aspects of the book.
In this paper we present an exploratory study aimed at exploiting
SA to identify, in large collections of book reviews, those sentences
from which the query expansion terms can be extracted. Our intuition is that the writers of book reviews are often guided by the
experience and emotions provoked by the book’s content, characters, plot, etc., which they express in a similar way to how readers of
the book express their expectations regarding the book. For example, given the review: [... my son sat still, absorbing every word. The
book has awesome pictures and it delivers a superb message at
the end ...], where the user expresses a sentiment for the book’s content with strongly positive expressions, while sharing information
about the book. The strongly positive sentence in the example is in
bold, since it includes strong positive terms underlined. The dashed,
underlined terms within the strong positive sentence, would be the
target to expand the initial query. Therefore, we hypothesise that
locating sentences within book reviews, which include terms of
strong sentiment polarity, may help in identifying useful terms for
query expansion. On the other hand, using sentiment or emotion
in documents to improve the effectiveness of the system has been
explored in the past in other domains, such as recommender systems,
where [11, 12] used the emotion in reviews to improve the effectiveness of their recommender systems, while in this work we focus on
terms’ sentiment intensity rather than general emotion. Also, in the
opinion retrieval domain, [7] employed a query expansion method
by adding a set of extracted opinion words (e.g., good, like) to the
query, extracted from the top retrieved documents in a pseudo relevance feedback method. In their suggestion, [7] served of terms
frequency and word weighting techniques, but they did not use
any SA methods to classify the documents terms, and they did not
go beyond the opinion words extraction to explore the extraction of
informative words.
We present our work in this paper in two main sections: (1) In
Section 2, the description of the sentence selection phase from book
reviews by SA, including a description of the employed SA method,
followed by the description of the expansion-terms selection phase.
(2) The preliminary experiments in book search domain are reported
in Section 3, including a description of the initial retrieval method
prior to the query expansion procedure, and the achieved results.

2

SENTIMENT BASED QUERY EXPANSION

In this Section, we describe the method aimed at extracting from all
reviews associated with the top ranked book (which we consider, in
this preliminary study, as the most relevant to the initial query) the
terms to be employed in query expansion. The method is organised
into two main phases: the first phase is aimed at identifying, in a review, the sentences with terms characterised by a strong sentiment
polarity (Section 2.1). The second phase is focused on extracting
from those sentences the terms that will be employed in the query
expansion (Section 2.2).

2.1

Sentence Selection Phase

The sentence selection phase is guided by SA. The basic idea is
to reduce or eliminate the less important parts of the reviews, by
assuming that the sentences expressing strong sentiments, in the
reviews, should be considered as carriers of useful information. The
selection of sentences from the book reviews relies on the following sub-phases: (1) First, each review is segmented into sentences,
where the Sentiment Intensity Score (SIS(w)), of each term (w) in
the sentence, is calculated by using the SIS method explained below.
(2) Then, sentences including terms with very high or very low
SIS are the ones selected (reflecting very positive or very negative
sentiment, therefore a strong sentiment), considering very high SIS
when SIS(w) > 𝜆 + , and very low SIS when SIS(w) < 𝜆 − .
Words Sentiment Intensity Score:
A semi-supervised method is employed to classify the words in
book reviews by their SI. The method relies on the concepts of
adapted seed-words and word embedding, where seed-words are
words with strong semantic orientation both positive and negative, which are characterised by a lack of sensitivity to context [14].
Adapted seed-words, instead, are seed-words with the characteristic
of being used in a certain context or related to a certain subject. For
example, the word touching can express a positive opinion about
a book or a movie, but this may not be the case in other contexts.
In this paper, book reviews are the target objects for Sentiment
Intensity (SI) classification; therefore, the seed-words are extracted
from book reviews 3 [5] and adapted to the books domain. First, two
lists of the most frequent words (Positive and Negative) are generated, then, the lists are manually filtered for the selection of words
playing the role of seed-words. The following are examples of positive adapted seed-words: 𝑡𝑜𝑢𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑔, 𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑓 𝑢𝑙, 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑝𝑖𝑒𝑐𝑒, and
negative adapted seed-words: 𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑠, 𝑤𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒, 𝑢𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑟𝑦. These
seed-words are used in a word embedding model for the prediction
of SI. Therefore, a word embedding model, with a vocabulary size
of more than 2.5M words, is created based on Word2Vec [10] with
Skip-Gram as training strategy, on more than 22M Amazon’s book
reviews 4 [9] as training dataset, after applying a pre-processing
to the corpora (e.g. tokenization, replacing hyperlinks by ℎ𝑡𝑡𝑝, removing special characters and punctuation, etc). The created word
embedding model and the extracted seed-words are used to predict
the SIS of words in book reviews using the cosine similarity measure to the vectors of words as explained in the following example:
to calculate the SIS of the word w, first, the cosine similarities of w
with all extracted positive seed-words are calculated, given the created word embedding model. The average of these scores would be
the Positive Sentiment Intensity of w (𝑆𝐼 + (𝑤)), presented in Equation 1 where |𝑆 + | is the number of words in the positive seed-words
list and 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑆𝑖𝑚(𝑤, 𝑠) is the cosine similarity measure between the
words w and one of the positive seed-words s. Then, the cosine
similarities of w with all extracted negative seed-words are calculated. The average of these scores would be the Negative Sentiment
Intensity of w (𝑆𝐼 − (𝑤)), as presented in Equation 1 where |𝑆 − | is
the number of words in the negative seed-words list. The difference
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between 𝑆𝐼 + (𝑤) and 𝑆𝐼 − (𝑤) represents the SIS of the word w, as
shown in the following equation: 𝑆𝐼𝑆 (𝑤) = 𝑆𝐼 + (𝑤) − 𝑆𝐼 − (𝑤).
Í
+/− (𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑆𝑖𝑚(𝑤, 𝑠))
𝑆𝐼 +/− (𝑤) = 𝑠 ∈𝑆
(1)
|𝑆 +/− |
In Figure 1, we present an example of the proposed SI classification method, in the book domain, of the word youth where its SIS is
equal to 0.02 (neutral). Meanwhile, boring has a score equal to -0.126
(negative) and exceptional has a score equal to 0.232 (positive).

2.2

Term Selection

To expand the query, the selected subset of sentences from the
reviews of the top 𝑘 books are then taken as pseudo-relevance
feedback. To decide which terms to then select, two main factors
were considered in the process: (1) how important a word is in
a collection of reviews (i.e. tf-idf), and (2) how intense the sentiment is within the word (i.e. |𝑆𝐼𝑆 (𝑤)|). Thus the intuition was to
select expansion terms that were important and not intense (i.e.
|𝑆𝐼𝑆 (𝑤)|.tf-idf ).

3

EXPERIMENTS

The document collection used in this study is provided by the Suggestion Track 5 of the Social Book Search Lab (SBS) at CLEF [8]. The
provided collection of 2.8M book records contains professional book
meta-data from Amazon books, based on controlled vocabularies
(e.g, book title, author name) with a set of subject headings or classification information (e.g., cover type). In addition, the collection
is extended with user-generated content and social meta-data from
LibraryThing, presented as reviews that can contain information
on how engaging, educational or well-written a book is, and tags
which are single terms added by users describing the book. In addition, search queries are provided by SBS. In this work, a set of 120
search queries of the 2016’s SBS Suggestion Track has been used;
for each query an ideal list of books is provided by SBS for evaluation purposes. Furthermore, three different indexing strategies
have been applied with each selected search model: [All-Data] an
indexing of all books’ meta-data in the books collection, it includes
the professional and the user-generated/social meta-data (reviews
and tags), [Reviews] an indexing of only the reviews (with a total
number of 14M reviews in the collection), and [Tags] an indexing
of only the tags (with a total number of 32M tags in the collection).
For the initial retrieval pass (baselines), we used two retrieval
models: BM25 from Indri and InL2 from Terrier [1]. For comparison
purposes, and to highlight the impact of SA on query expansion,
we apply the classic tf-idf words weighting method, QE for Query
Expansion, to extract terms from the first retrieved book reviews,
based on their importance in a total collection of 22M reviews
from Amazon’s book reviews [9]. To select the number of retrieved
terms, we apply a tuning from 1 to 10 terms. Finally, the proposed
sentiment based Query Expansion method SQE, as explained above,
was used, where we set 𝜆 + =0.2 and 𝜆 − =-0.1. We chose these values
to exclude words that were not at least one standard deviation
away from the mean (𝜇 = 0.05, 𝜎 = 0.15). For the terms extraction
phase, as explained in section 2.2, terms were selected based on
intensity and importance. However, we found that we could globally
5 http://social-book-search.humanities.uva.nl/#/suggestion

identify a subset of words that could be removed given the term
scoring process, and thus create an additional stoplist to make the
selection process more efficient. Thus, 500 additional words were
identified, which had a high sentiment intensity such as 𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡, 𝑔𝑜𝑜𝑑,
𝑏𝑎𝑑, and/or low importance, due to the domain, such as 𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑘, 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑,
𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦. Once these terms were removed, the remaining terms are
added to the initial query for the query expansion. In addition to the
retrieval models, we also employed a meta-search strategy based on
Borda Count [6], it was included since previous studies have shown
that combining results has been effective for book search [2, 15].
The metric used in this study is Normalised Discounted Cumulative
Gain (𝑛𝐷𝐶𝐺), and we have reported 𝑛𝐷𝐶𝐺 at 10 retrieved elements
(i.e. 𝑛𝐷𝐶𝐺@10). To determine the statistical significance between
runs, we performed t-test where significance was denoted when
p-value is lower than 0.01. To facilitate reproducing the method,
the SI classification code and tool is available on Github (link to be
added).

4

RESULTS

Table 1 presents the results for each retrieval model and indexing
strategy. The scores for the baselines, classic query expansion and
the SA are shown along with the percentage changes over the
baselines, in addition to the aggregation of retrievals by the Borda
Count method.
Classic Query Expansion with tf-idf: The Borda Count aggregation method, applied on the baseline retrievals, reaches the
best 𝑛𝐷𝐶𝐺@10 score (0.121). Therefore, its retrieved list is used
to extract the new terms for each search query, from the reviews
of the top ranked book. In this tf-idf terms extraction method, we
limit the terms extraction to 6 terms per query since it achieved the
best result when tuning from 1 to 10 terms. The results are shown
in the column QE (as Query Expansion) of Table 1, where the tf-idf
method was not able to improve the baseline results, with any of
the used search models and indexing strategies – on the contrary –
it decreased the 𝑛𝐷𝐶𝐺@10 values between 14% and 51%.
Proposed Query Expansion: For the proposed sentiment-based
Query Expansion method, as for the classic tf-idf one, the retrieved
list of the Borda Count aggregation method applied on the baseline is used to extract the new terms. The results are presented in
column SQE (as for Sentiment Query Expansion) of Table 1, where
the symbols (*,†) next to the scores indicate a p-value lower than
0.01, therefore a statistically significant result (vis-a-vis baselines
and QE). The percentage of improvement, with all the used search
models and indexing strategies, is presented in the last column of
Table 1, %Δ, showing an improvement between 24% and 57%.
Analysis of Results: In a more detailed observation of the results, of the 120 tested queries of SBS 2016, the sentiment based
method was able to improve the retrieval performance of 27 queries,
but also decreased the retrieval performance of 14 queries. As for
the tf-idf based method, it improved the retrieval performance of
18 queries, but decreased the retrieval performance of 25 queries.
Therefore, in this study, our proposed method was able to increase
the number of queries with an improved retrieval performance, and
decrease the number of queries with a worse retrieval performance
compared to the classic tf-idf method.

Sentiment Intensity Score of (w) : youth ?
Sentiment Intensity Classiﬁer
Negative Seed-words
disappoint
disturb
dull
dumb
endless
fail

Embeddings

Embeddings

Positive Seed-words

SI- (w)

SI+ (w)

0.144

0.164

charme
intriguing
fascinate
magical
hilarious
masterpiece
informative
superbe
insightful
touching
inspirational
...

frustration
garbage
hate
irritate
pointless
...

SI+ (w)

-

SI- (w)

- 0.126

- 0.078
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0.102

0.232
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educational
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Figure 1: Sentiment Intensity Score, in book domain, where the score of the word is the difference between its positive SI and
its negative SI, and where the SIs are calculated based on cosine similarity measure between the word and the seed-words.

InL2

Okapi

Table 1: The 𝑛𝐷𝐶𝐺@10 for each retrieval model and each indexing strategy, at baseline, at QE using tf-idf (QE), and QE
by SA (SQE). * and † denote significant differences, consecutively with baselines and QE, with a p-value less than 0.01.
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Indexing

Baselines

QE

%Δ

SQE

%Δ

All-data
Reviews
Tags
All-data
Reviews
Tags
Borda Count

0.105
0.108
0.071
0.101
0.093
0.054
0.121

0.072
0.085
0.047
0.079
0.078
0.047
0.101

−45%
−27%
−51%
−27%
−19%
−14%
−20%

0.141
0.134
0.107
0.144*†
0.118
0.085
0.159*†

+34%
+24%
+51%
+42%
+27%
+57%
+31%

CONCLUSION

This paper presented an exploratory study on employing SA to
query expansion by pseudo-relevance feedback, applied to the book
search domain. The initial retrieval was an aggregation of the results of multiple retrieval models, with three different indexing
strategies. Based on the results of the initial retrieval, the SI classification was used to filter information, by sentence selection from
the reviews of the first initially retrieved book, for extracting terms
to be exploited in query formulation. The preliminary experiments
showed a ranking quality improvement (𝑛𝐷𝐶𝐺@10) between 24%
and 57% after query expansion with the proposed approach compared to the initial query results. Such promising results indicate a
potential of SA in query expansion.
Additional research and testing are required, such as (1) analysing
and comparing the characteristics of queries in the case of improvement or deterioration by the retrieval performance of our suggested
method, (2) investigating new potential for the suggested method,
such as the effect of including the reviews of the N top retrieved
books in the term extraction process, and not only the first retrieved
book, (3) collecting online posts about the books with no reviews
from micro-blogs (e.g., tweets) to eliminate any possible bias, (4) exploring new domains of application (e.g. movie, video, product, etc.)
where the new terms for query expansion could be extracted from
customers’ reviews, in addition to social media and micro-blogs.
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